Ultima HI-280 accessories
Introduction
The accessories below are compatibile with HI-280 shelving.

Shelf - steel
Each storage level consists of two parts, a shelf and a shelf beam. The shelf is made from
profiled steel with a concave front face and folded rear and side faces. Standard and heavy
duty shelves available. The steel is also clinched together adding to the strength of the
shelf. Holes on a 59.25mm pitch in the top of the shelf are to accommodate shelf dividers.

Shelf reinforcement bar
The shelf can be reinforced with one or two longitudinal bars depending upon the required
additional loading.

Bin front & back stop
The bin front can be fitted to the front or the back of a shelf to prevent smaller items falling
from the shelf.

Tube rail
Can be used on its own as a clothing rail, or in pairs to support tyres etc. Items can be
hung from the rail by using hooks.

Label holders
A sign that can be put up at the ends of rows of shelving to assist identification and
orientation of the installation. A label can be inserted on either side of the holder. The signs
clip into the hooks on the web of the upright.

Roll out - trays
Roll out trays are used for the storage of flat items such as drawings. Perforated base trays
are also available permitting the use of divider pins. The front edge of the tray incorporates
a hand grip.
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Roll out - reference shelf
Provides a pull out stable work surface.

Roll out - drawers
A drawer with raised sides for the storage of small parts. Each drawer can be sub divided
using front to back partitions that locate into the grooves within the partition holders which
are placed along the front and rear edges of the drawer. The front edge of the tray
incorporates a hand grip.

Shelf drawers
‘Shelf drawers’ are designed to be positioned directly on the HI-280 shelves. Two sizes of
drawer are available, with nominal dimensions of:
500 x 313 x 99mm high, (3 drawers side by side on a 1000mm shelf)
500 x 156 x 99mm high, (6 drawers side by side on a 1000mm shelf)

Trays & bins
Dexion offers a wide range of plastic trays and bins, from the very small parts bin, all the
way up to the large containers.

Divider - bay
Used to segregate standing stock, the divider hooks over either the short span shelf beam,
or the medium span beam.

Divider - bars
The vertical bar divides the bay into suitable compartments. The bar passes through the
holes in either beam or panel from above and down to the floor beneath. Any number of
bars can be used, providing there are sufficient holes.
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Divider - binning
Used to sub-divide the shelf into smaller compartments. The divider is secured by four pins
that fit into the oval holes along the top and bottom of the shelf and shelf beam.

Divider - slotted shelf
Shelf Dividers locate into the front and rear pre-punched holes of the shelf to create a
vertical steel panel 140mm high.

Security gates
Incorporate security gates within your shelving system to help protect valuable items
being stored.

Decorative panels
Decorative end panels are used to provide a clean finish to frames. A range of infill panels
are available including steel, mesh, wood, corrugated plastic.

Dexion®, Compactus®, Ultima®, Freetrack®, Speedlock®, Keylock®, Selecta-Flo®, Marlbro®, Spandex®, Plan-D®, Elite Built®,
First Line®, Godfrey®, Rola File®, Vertiplan®, Godfrey®, Precision®, Smartstore®, Kurve®, Mysite®, and Adapt® are all registered
trademarks.
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